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We discuss lepton number violating processes in the context of long-baseline neutrino oscillations.
We summarize and compare neutrino flavor oscillations in quantum mechanics and quantum field theory,
both for standard oscillations and for those that violate lepton number. When the active neutrinos are
Majorana in nature, the required helicity reversal gives a strong suppression by the neutrino mass over the
energy, ðmν=EνÞ2. Instead, the presence of nonstandard lepton number violating interactions incorporating
right-handed lepton currents at production or detection alleviate the mass suppression while also factorizing
the oscillation probability from the total rate. Such interactions arise from dimension-six operators in the
low energy effective field theory of the Standard Model. We derive general and simplified expressions for
the lepton number violating oscillation probabilities and use limits from MINOS and KamLAND to place
bounds on the interaction strength in interplay with the unknown Majorana phases in neutrino mixing. We
compare the bounds with those from neutrinoless double beta decay and other microscopic lepton number
violating processes and outline the requirements for future short- and long-baseline neutrino oscillation
experiments to improve on the existing bounds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The seminal confirmation of neutrino flavor oscillations
by the Super-Kamiokande and SNO experiments in 1998
and 2001, respectively, initiated a golden era in the
experimental and theoretical studies of massive neutrinos
in the Standard Model (SM) [1,2]. Five of the six (or eight)
independent mixing parameters describing the three Dirac
(or Majorana) neutrinos have now been pinned down by
solar, atmospheric, accelerator, and reactor neutrino oscil-
lation experiments [3].
There are still a few pieces of the neutrino mass puzzle

that remain unknown: First, the value of the Dirac phase
δCP which controls the magnitude of CP violation in the
neutrino sector. Second, the sign of the atmospheric
squared mass difference Δm2

23 which will decipher the
normal ordering (NO) or inverted ordering (IO) of the
neutrinos. Both quantities will be determined in the coming

years by accelerator and reactor oscillation experiments
such as NOνA, DUNE, Hyper-Kamiokande, and JUNO
[4–7]. Neutrino oscillations are insensitive to the absolute
scale of the neutrino masses m0—beta decay experiments
such as KATRIN aim to combine their results with
precision measurements of the cosmic microwave back-
ground and large-scale galaxy clustering to place a strin-
gent upper bound on this scale [8–11].
Last but by no means the least is the question of the

fundamental nature of the light neutrinos. For massive
neutrinos—or generally any massive fermion that is a
singlet under gauge transformations—it is possible to write
two Lorentz invariant mass terms. The first, proposed
by Dirac, is the same as that of the charged fermions.
The second, proposed by Majorana, violates lepton number
by two units [12,13]. On the grounds of naturalness the
latter has been favored for some time, with effective models
using the high scale of new physics (NP) to generate the
tiny neutrino masses—also known as the seesaw mecha-
nism. Common UV-complete versions of this mechanism
incorporate heavy Majorana right-handed (RH) neutrinos
into the larger gauge structure of a grand unified theory
[14–17].
While these theories generically predict lepton number

violating (LNV) phenomena, none have yet been observed
in nature. If the light neutrinos are indeed Majorana, a
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standard explanation of this nonobservation is to promote
the nonanomalous combination of baryon number (B)
minus lepton number (L) to a gauge group Uð1ÞB−L.
This symmetry is spontaneously broken at low energies
and thereby suppresses (B − L)-violating processes by the
high symmetry-breaking scale [18]. Other models which
predict additional particles such as the Majoron and super-
symmetric partners have been excluded at high significance
by astronomical and collider observations [19–23]. If the
neutrinos are instead purely Dirac, the absence of an LNV
signal could be explained if B − L remains a global sym-
metry after the spontaneous symmetrybreaking of a left-right
(LR) symmetric model [24]. There is also the intriguing
possibility that neutrinos are quasi-Dirac [25–27].
The most promising current effort to detect an LNV

process is via searches for neutrinoless double beta (0νββ)
decay which is the nuclear decay process ðZ; AÞ →
ðZ þ 2; AÞ þ 2e−. If observed, the absence of outgoing
neutrinos implies there to be an internal neutrino propa-
gator, which is possible only if the neutrino is its own
antiparticle, i.e., if neutrinos are Majorana fermions. Even
if unrelated NP were to trigger 0νββ decay, a positive signal
would automatically imply Majorana neutrinos via the
Schechter-Valle black-box theorem [28]. Current and future
0νββ experiments such as EXO-200, KamLAND-Zen,
CUORE, GERDA-II, and SuperNEMO are aiming to push
the lower limit on the 0νββ decay half-life T0νββ

1=2 up to

1026 years for various nuclear isotopes [29]. This lower
limit can be converted to an upper limit on the neutrino
mass parameter mββ if the nuclear matrix element and
associated systematic uncertainty are known for the rel-
evant isotope. A large portion of the region in themββ −m0

parameter space corresponding to the quasidegenerate
arrangement of neutrino masses (m1 ≃m2 ≃m3) has been
excluded at 90% C.L. by the KamLAND-Zen and
GERDA-II experiments. Future experiments will be able
to exclude the region corresponding to the IO of neutrino
masses (m3 ≪ m1 < m2). The NO region (m1 < m2 ≪ m3)
can be probed unless the Majorana CP-violating (CPV)
phases conspire to cancel the different contributions to
mββ [30].
Contributions to 0νββ decay from LNV physics beyond

the SM have been studied extensively [31–49]. Much of
this past work has used an effective coefficient ε to
parametrize the strength of the LNV nonstandard inter-
action (NSI) with respect to the SM dimension-six Fermi
interaction [50]. Alternatively one can introduce Wilson
coefficients for the relevant dimension-d combinations of
SM fields, suppressed by the scale of NP raised to the
power (4 − d). A general analysis of LNV channels has
been conducted in the effective field theory formalism for
operators up to dimension eleven [51]. Experimental
signatures of alternative LNV processes have been explored
in the literature, for instance the decays Kþ → π−μþμþ,
τ− → π−π−μþ, and the lepton flavor and number violating

(LNFV) muon conversion process μ− þ ðZ; AÞ → eþþ
ðZ − 2; AÞ [30,52,53]. While these channels are less sensi-
tive to LNV compared to 0νββ decay, searches have been
conducted by a variety of experiments [54–56]. The
contributions of lepton number conserving (LNC) but
potentially lepton flavor violating (LFV) NSI to standard
processes such as meson decays, neutrino oscillations, and
neutrino scattering have also been considered exhaustively
in the literature [50,57–82]. For processes which are
insensitive to lepton number—for example, the outgoing
neutrino is not detected in charged pion decays π� →

l�
α ν
ð−Þ

α—precision probes of SM predictions such as lepton
universality and Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa unitarity
can be used to constrain both LNC and LNV NSI [64].
Much of the literature has so far only considered the

effect of LNC NSI on neutrino oscillations. This is for good
reason—neutrino oscillation experiments are typically only
concerned with neutrino flavor at production and detection,
inferring the process να → νβ (or ν̄α → ν̄β) from the
accompanying charged lepton lþ

α (l−
α ) at production and

l−
β (lþ

β ) at detection. In many cases there is no detector at
the neutrino source to identify the initial composition of
flavors—this and the associated energy distribution must be
inferred from separate measurements and Monte Carlo
simulations [83–85]. Often there is also no way to
determine the charge of the outgoing lepton at the far
detector and therefore to discern the incoming lepton as a
neutrino or antineutrino. This probe of lepton number is not a
priority for most oscillation experiments because “να → ν̄β”
is heavily suppressed if the mechanism is the standard
Majorana neutrino helicity reversal [86–89]. As any other
helicity suppression this introduces a factor of ∼ðmν=EνÞ2
to the rate of the process, wheremν is the neutrinomass scale
and Eν is the neutrino energy. Hence the small neutrino
masses (mν ∼ 0.1 eV) and typical large oscillation experi-
ment neutrino energies (Eν ∼ 5 MeV–2 GeV) combine to
suppress the magnitude of the να → ν̄β and ν̄α → νβ proc-
esses by ∼10−21–10−16. On the other hand, the highly
suppressed amplitude of such a process can be exploited—
any positive signal of LNV such as an excess of “wrong”-
signed charged leptons at the far detectorwould then strongly
implyNP. Experiments that have been sensitive to the charge
of outgoing leptons, such as the long-baseline (LBL)
oscillation experiment MINOS and the LBL reactor/solar
oscillation experiment KamLAND, can thus be used to
constrain LNV NSI.
In this paper we begin Sec. II with a brief discussion and

derivation of the να → νβ oscillation probability in quantum
mechanics (QM) and quantum field theory (QFT). Using
the latter we will study the να → ν̄β process for Majorana
neutrinos, obtaining the expected ∼ðmν=EνÞ2 suppression
of the total rate. We also show that the total rate cannot be
factorized into an oscillation probability in a similar way to
να → νβ oscillations. In Sec. III we consider the impact of
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an LNV NSI—rather than the well-studied LNC NSI—on
neutrino oscillations. We will demonstrate that the total rate
is no longer suppressed and factorizes when the chirality of
the production and detection vertices are opposite. We write
down a general expression for the nonstandard oscillation
probability and a simplified expression in the two-neutrino
(2ν) mixing approximation, specifically for the νμ − ντ
sector. This allows us in Sec. IVA to use a limit from the
MINOS experiment on the νμ → ν̄μ process to place
bounds on the simplified 2ν parameter space of this
effective model. We generalize to the three-neutrino (3ν)
mixing scheme and reevaluate constraints from MINOS in
Sec. IV B along with those from the KamLAND experi-
ment in Sec. IV C. We compare these constraints to those
from microscopic LNV processes such as 0νββ decay,
μ− − eþ conversion, and radiative neutrino masses in
Sec. IV D. To conclude, we summarize our results and
briefly outline the potential for future oscillation experi-
ments with similar sensitivity to improve on these bounds.

II. SUMMARY OF NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS
IN QUANTUM MECHANICS AND QUANTUM

FIELD THEORY

Neutrino oscillations are derived straightforwardly in
QM. Their origin lies in the mismatch between kinetic
and charged-current (CC) interaction terms in the SM
Lagrangian,

LSM ⊃
�
1

2

�
ν̄iði∂ −miÞνi −

gffiffiffi
2

p ðν̄αγμPLlαWμ þ H:c:Þ;

ð1Þ

where PL is the left-handed (LH) chirality projector and we
have employed four-component spinor notation for the
fields. The kinetic term is diagonal in the basis of definite
neutrino mass, labeled by the index i, while the interaction
term is diagonal in the basis in which the neutrino and
associated charged lepton have the same flavor, labeled by
the index α.
The Lagrangian in Eq. (1) is valid for both Dirac

and Majorana neutrinos (up to the indicated factor of
1=2 in the Majorana kinetic term). The former and latter
are defined by

νD ¼ νL þ νR; νM ¼ νL þ ðνLÞc: ð2Þ

Here νD has a new RH component νR, whereas νM has the
charge conjugate of its LH component (up to an arbitrary
intrinsic charge parity which is commonly set to unity). For
Dirac neutrinos the SM CC interaction term shown in
Eq. (1) creates negative helicity neutrinos jνðq;−Þi and
annihilates positive helicity antineutrinos jν̄ðq;þÞi. For
Majorana neutrinos jν̄ðq;þÞi is equivalent to jνðq;þÞi.
The creation and annihilation of the other 2 degrees of

freedom in the Dirac case, or the wrong helicity degree of
freedom in the Majorana case, are suppressed by ∼ðmν=EνÞ
at the amplitude level [89].
The following discussion is valid in both cases because

the interaction Lagrangian remains the same. The fields in
the flavor basis can be rotated to those in the mass basis
using the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata mixing
matrix U,

ναðxÞ ¼
X
i

UαiνiðxÞ: ð3Þ

While oscillation experiments produce neutrinos in a
particular flavor eigenstate jναi, for oscillations to take
place this must be a coherent superposition of the mass
eigenstates. The time evolution of each massive state is
governed by the Schrödinger equation, resulting in

jναðtÞi ¼
X
i

U�
αie

−iEqtjνiðt0Þi

¼
X
i

X
β

U�
αie

−iEqtUβijνβðt0Þi; ð4Þ

where Eq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jqj2 þm2

i

p
≈ jqj þ m2

i
2jqj is the energy of each

ultrarelativistic massive neutrino with mass mi and shared
three-momentum q. An oscillation probability can be
derived by computing the square of the overlap between
the time-evolved initial flavor state jναðTÞi and an arbitrary
final flavor state jνβi,

Pνα→νβðL;EqÞ

¼ jhνβjναðTÞij2 ¼
����X

i

U�
αiUβieiEqL

����2

¼
X
i

jUαij2jUβij2 þ 2Re
X
i<j

U�
αiUβiUαjU�

βje
−i

Δm2
ij

2Eq
L; ð5Þ

where we have taken T ≃ L and L is the oscillation
baseline.
This simple derivation was the first attempt to quantify

oscillation phenomena in a quantum mechanical frame-
work [90–92]. It was soon realized, however, that this
description relies on numerous unphysical assumptions,
namely the use of plane wave states. Assuming the
propagating jνii states to be plane waves of equal momenta
q forces the external particles at production to have definite
energies and momenta. Energy-momentum conservation at
production is then in tension with the creation of three jνii
with different energies Eq ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jqj2 þm2

i

p
[93]. While it is

possible to derive Eq. (5) without the equal momentum
assumption, an overall uncertainty in the energy and
momentum of the neutrino mass eigenstates is still a
necessary component [94,95].
Any rigorous treatment of oscillation in QM must

therefore describe the jνii states with wave packets, which
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is also known as the internal wave packet model [96–98].
As Eq. (5), the oscillation probability is proportional to the
overlap of the wave packets. The loss of coherence seen at
long distance in oscillation experiments qualitatively arises
from dispersion of the wave packets, which propagate at

different group velocities v ¼ ∂Eq

∂q jq¼Q with Q the mean
momentum [99–102].
Despite these improvements there are still fundamental

issues with this picture. First, it is not apparent what shape
the neutrino wave packets should take. Second, a finite
energy-momentum uncertainty requires the localization in
space and time of the production and detection interaction
processes, which is not accounted for [101]. It is also
difficult to define a meaningful Fock space for the flavor
eigenstate neutrinos [103]. Finally, the QM approach does
not consider the possible entanglement between the out-
going νi and l�

α at production [104].
A fully consistent framework in which to study neutrino

oscillations is QFT, also known as the external wave packet
model [105]. In this formalism the entire production,
propagation, and detection process can be described by
a macroscopic Feynman diagram, as shown in Fig. 1. The
external interacting particles are wave packets centered on
the production and detection points xP and xD, while the
neutrinos are described by an internal propagator. The
neutrino wave packets used in QM can be derived from
the external particle wave packets in QFT; in QFT,
however, the coherence conditions at each stage in the
process are explicit [102,106,107].
To calculate an oscillation probability in QFT we must

first compute an overall rate. To do this one constructs the
S-matrix element at first order in the Fermi coupling GF=ffiffiffi
2

p ¼ g2=8m2
W ,

iAνα→νβðT;LÞ

¼ hPF;DFjT̂
�Z

d4x1

Z
d4x2LPðx1ÞLDðx2Þ

�
jPI;DIi;

ð6Þ

where PI , DI , PF, and DF are the initial and final state
particles at production and detection, respectively, and

x1 and x2 are spacetime points in the vicinity of xP and
xD. This tree level process is depicted to the left of Fig. 1.
The external asymptotic states ψ ∈ fPI;DI; PF;DFg are
now described by the wave packets

jψi ¼
Z

½dp�fðψÞPψ
ðpÞjψ ;pi; ½dp� ¼ d3p

ð2πÞ3 ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2E

p ; ð7Þ

where fðψÞPψ
ðpÞ is the momentum distribution function of an

external particle ψ with mean momentum Pψ . To create and
annihilate an internal neutrino the production and detection
Lagrangian terms must take the general form

LPðxÞ ¼
X
i

U�
αiν̄iðxÞL̃PðxÞ;

LDðxÞ ¼
X
i

L̃DðxÞUβiνiðxÞ; ð8Þ

where L̃PðxÞ and L̃DðxÞ are the “reduced” Lagrangian
interaction terms for production and detection with the
neutrino fields and Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
matrix elements removed.
The total rate is proportional to the spin-averaged

S-matrix element squared,

Γtot
να→νβ ∝ hjAνα→νβðT;LÞj2i; ð9Þ

which can be expanded as

hjAνα→νβ j2i ¼ Tr

����X
i

U�
αiUβiAi

����2

¼
X
i

jUαij2jUβij2TrjAij2

þ 2Re
X
i<j

U�
αiUβiUαjU�

βjTr½A†
jAi�; ð10Þ

where Tr denotes the Dirac trace. The Ai factors are

Ai ¼
Z

d4q
ð2πÞ4 Φ̃DðqÞ

qþmi

q2 −m2
i þ iϵ

Φ̃PðqÞe−iq·ðxD−xPÞ;

ð11Þ

where Φ̃P and Φ̃D are integrals quantifying the overlap of
external wave packets at production and detection, respec-
tively, explicitly written as

Φ̃PðqÞ ¼
Z

d4x01e
iq·x0

1

Z
½dp�½dk�fðPIÞ

P ðpÞfðPFÞ�
K

× ðkÞe−iðp−kÞ·x01M̃P;

Φ̃DðqÞ ¼
Z

d4x02e
−iq·x0

2

Z
½dp0�½dk0�fðDIÞ

P0 ðp0ÞfðDFÞ�
K0

× ðk0Þe−iðp0−k0Þ·x0
2M̃D; ð12Þ

FIG. 1. Generic Feynman diagrams depicting the να → νβ
process (left) and να → ν̄β process (right), which requires a
helicity reversal if the interaction vertices are SM-like.
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where x01 ¼ x1 − xP, x02 ¼ x2 − xD, and M̃P, M̃D are
reduced matrix elements defined by

M̃P ¼ hPF;kjL̃Pðx1ÞjPI;pi;
M̃D ¼ hDF;k0jL̃Dðx2ÞjDI;p0i: ð13Þ

The trace appearing in the interference term of Eq. (10)
is now

Tr½A†
jAi�

¼
Z

d4q
ð2πÞ4

Z
d4q0

ð2πÞ4
Tr½Φ̃DΦ̃DðqþmiÞΦ̃PΦ̃Pðq 0 þmjÞ�

ðq2 −m2
i þ iϵÞðq02 −m2

j þ iϵÞ
× e−iðq−q0Þ·ðxD−xPÞ; ð14Þ

where the underline of Φ̃P;D is shorthand for Φ̃†
P;Dγ

0.
We now require the well-known limit of the d3q integrals
as L → ∞, first given in Ref. [108]. If ψðqÞ is a twice
differentiable function, for large L ¼ jLj and Ai > 0 the
integral

Z
d3q
ð2πÞ3

ψðqÞeiq·L
Ai − q2 þ iϵ

¼ −
1

4πL
ψ

� ffiffiffiffiffi
Ai

p L
L

�
ei

ffiffiffiffi
Ai

p
L

þO
�
ð

ffiffiffiffiffi
Ai

p
LÞ−3

2

�
: ð15Þ

For Ai < 0 the integral falls as L−2 and can be neglected.
Applying Eq. (15) to Eq. (14) with Ai ¼ E2

q −m2
i gives

Tr½A†
jAi� ¼

1

64π4L2

Z
dEq

Z
dE0

q

× Tr½Φ̃jDΦ̃iDðqi þmiÞΦ̃iPΦ̃jPðqj þmjÞ�
× eiðjqij−jqjjÞL; ð16Þ

which has effectively set the neutrinos to be on-shell.
As has been stated before in the literature [109,110], if the
production and detection processes are of the same chi-
rality, the trace on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) can be
factorized in the relativistic limit (mi ≈ 0) as

Tr½Φ̃jDΦ̃iDðqi þmiÞΦ̃iPΦ̃jPðqj þmjÞ�
≈ Tr½Φ̃iDðqi þmiÞΦ̃jD�Tr½Φ̃jPðqj þmjÞΦ̃iP�: ð17Þ

Furthermore, writing (qþm) as a spinor sum and expand-

ing jqj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
q −m2

i

q
for mi ≈ 0, i.e.,

PLðqþmiÞPR

¼ uiLðq;−ÞūiLðq;−Þ þ uiLðq;þÞūiLðq;þÞ

¼ ðq0 þ jqjÞ

0
BBB@

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1
CCCAþ ðq0 − jqjÞ

0
BBB@

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1
CCCA

≈ 2Eq

�
1−

�
mi

2Eq

�
2
�
0
BBB@

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1
CCCA

þ 2Eq

�
mi

2Eq

�
2

0
BBB@

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1
CCCA; ð18Þ

we can see that for να → νβ the propagation of positive
helicity neutrinos is doubly suppressed by ðmi=2EqÞ2
compared to the propagation of negative helicity neutrinos.
Neglecting the positive helicity neutrino contribution to

the spinor sum in Eq. (18), the negative helicity spinors can
be absorbed into the overlap integrals on either side in the
traces of Eq. (17),

ΦP ≡ ūð−ÞjL ðqÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Eq

p Φ̃iP; Φ�
P ≡ Φ̃jP

uð−ÞjL ðqÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Eq

p ; ð19Þ

where in the relativistic limit the mass eigenstate indices
can be neglected [102]. The trace appearing in the inter-
ference term can now be expressed as

Tr½A†
jAi� ¼

1

64π4L2

Z
dEq

Z
dE0

qhjΦPj2i

× hjΦDj2i4EqE0
qeiðjqij−jqjjÞL; ð20Þ

and we see that the contributions from production, propa-
gation, and detection have factorized at the squared
amplitude level. The total rate for the να → νβ process is
now related to the differential production flux, oscillation
probability, and detection cross section as

Γtot
να→νβðL;EqÞ ¼

1

4πL2

Z
dEq

dΓprod
να ðEqÞ
dEq

· Pνα→νβðL; EqÞ · σdetνβ ðEqÞ; ð21Þ

where we have neglected experimental considerations
such as the detector efficiency and fiducial volume
[111]. The oscillation probability can now be solved for
through rearrangement of Eq. (21). As Ref. [102] shows,
in the case of continuous fluxes of incoming particles, the
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differential production flux and detection cross section
have the proportionality

dΓprod
να

dEq
∝
X
i

jUαij2hjΦPj2iEqjqij;

σdetνβ ∝
X
j

jUβjj2hjΦDj2iEqjqjj−1: ð22Þ

Using that hjΦPj2i and hjΦDj2i are independent of the mass
mi, while also taking jqij ≈ jqjj in the relativistic or
quasidegenerate mass limit (equivalent to the inequality
jjqij − jqjjj ≪ jqij; jqjj), any dependence Pνα→νβ has on the
specific form of the wave packets cancels [102]. In this
limit Pνα→νβ is given by Eq. (5), confirming the result of the
naive QM approach under the above conditions.
For Majorana neutrinos the process να → ν̄β is possible

and suppressed by ðmi=2EqÞ2. To see this one can construct
an amplitude such as Eq. (6) where the production and
detection Lagrangian terms are the same

LPðxÞ ¼ LDðxÞ ¼
X
i

U�
αiν̄iðxÞL̃ðxÞ; ð23Þ

which is nonzero for Majorana neutrinos because ν̄iðxÞ
both creates and annihilates jνii. The Feynman diagram for
this process is depicted in Fig. 1 (right). The amplitude can
again be squared and expressed as a sum of amplitudes Ai.
Using the Majorana fermion Feynman rules of Ref. [112],
the amplitudes Ai are identical to Eq. (11) but with ΦD

replaced by ΦM
D . ΦD contains the reduced matrix element

M̃D ∝ ūβðpβÞΓ, whereas ΦM
D contains M̃D ∝ ūβðpβÞ

CΓC−1, where iΓ is the vertex factor for the detection
process and C is the charge conjugation matrix. For left-
handed SM CC interactions the trace Tr½Φ̃M

iDðqi þmiÞ
Φ̃iPΦ̃jPðqj þmjÞΦ̃M

jD� appearing in the squared amplitude
now contains the factor

PRðqiþmiÞPR ¼ uiRðq;−ÞūiLðq;−ÞþuiRðq;þÞūiLðq;þÞ

¼ 2Eq

�
mi

2Eq

�
0
BBB@
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

1
CCCA

þ2Eq

�
mi

2Eq

�
0
BBB@
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

1
CCCA ð24Þ

squared, and so is singly suppressed by ðmi=2EqÞ2 com-
pared to the propagation of negative helicity neutrinos in
Eq. (18) [113–115].

We also see that in the relativistic limit the trace vanishes
instead of factorizing into components corresponding to
production, oscillation, and detection. Strictly speaking it is
therefore impossible to define an oscillation probability if
helicity reversal is the dominant mechanism contributing to
να → ν̄β, only a probability for the entire process [109].

III. NONSTANDARD LEPTON NUMBER
VIOLATING INTERACTIONS

We will now consider interactions at production and
detection which are different from the usual SM CC
interaction. CC-like and neutral current (NC)–like NSI
which conserve lepton number, but introduce a new source
of LFV to the SM have been studied extensively in the
literature; see Refs. [50,81,82] for recent reviews. Data
from LBL experiments such as MINOS, NOνA, T2K, and
KamLAND and short-baseline (SBL) reactor experiments
such as Daya Bay, RENO, and Double Chooz have already
been exploited to probe the flavor structure of the ε
coefficients parametrizing the NSI [57,61,116–120].
Future prospects of next-generation experiments such as
DUNE, T2HK, and T2HKK have also been explored
[121–132]. It is solely the flavor of the charged leptons
at detection that enables these constraints to be made, with
the charge of the outgoing charged lepton being irrelevant.
The Dirac or Majorana nature of the light neutrinos is
therefore not probed.
If an experiment was indeed sensitive to the sign of

the charged lepton l�
β produced in the CC-like interaction

of the incoming neutrino at detection, it would be able
to distinguish between neutrinos and antineutrinos, or in
other words negative and positive helicity Majorana neu-
trinos. This has been possible in the past—a magnetized
far detector was used to determine the charge from the
curvature of tracks in the steel scintillator near and far
detectors of MINOS. The prompt energy deposit from a
lþ
β and neutron capture on hydrogen, measurable for

KamLAND, was also used as a distinct signal from the
l−
β case [133]. It is therefore worth discussing the

LNVequivalents of the CC-like and NC-like NSI discussed
previously, as the nonobservation of an excess of
wrong-signed charged leptons by these experiments is able
to say something about the possible size of an LNV
equivalent ε coefficient.
The operators to the left of Table I trigger the standard

LNC NSI studied in the literature, regardless of neutrinos
being Dirac or Majorana. These are given in the notation of
Refs. [134,135], which enumerate the effective operators of
dimension d ≤ 6 generated below the electroweak scale.
The authors determine the matching conditions and anoma-
lous dimensions required to evolve the Wilson coefficients
of these low energy effective field theory (LEFT) operators
up to the usual SM effective operators satisfying SUð3Þc×
SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY . The LNC operators in Table I are
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matched toΔL ¼ 0 operators in the 59 operator basis of the
SM effective field theory (SMEFT). The LNVoperators to
the right of Table I can also trigger an interaction at
detection for an incoming neutrino. It is not possible to
match these operators to ΔL ¼ 0 dimension-six SMEFT
operators above the electroweak scale, but instead to
dimension-seven jΔLj ¼ 2 operators with an additional
Higgs field H to conserve hypercharge Uð1ÞY . These
dimension-seven operators have been considered previ-
ously along with the complete list of LNVodd-dimensional
effective operators up to dimension eleven in Ref. [51].
The operators in Table I correspond to terms in SUð2ÞL
expansions of the operators O3a

, O4b
, and O8. The

dimension-seven operators have also been considered more
specifically in Ref. [136], but parametrized there in terms
of a Wilson coefficient C̃ud ¼ Cud=Λ3

NP, where ΛNP is the
scale of NP.
In this paper we will adopt the following notation.

A general Lagrangian, normalized to the Fermi interaction,
and which can trigger an LNV interaction at production or
detection, can be written as

LP;D ¼ −
GFffiffiffi
2

p
�
jV−AJ

†
V−A þ

X
ρ;σ

εðρ;σÞjðρÞJ
†
ðσÞ

�
þ H:c:;

ð25Þ

where the second term includes all possible Lorentz
contractions of the leptonic current jðρÞ ¼ ðν̄OðρÞlÞ and
hadronic current JðσÞ ¼ ðūOðσÞdÞ, where ðρ; σÞ run over the
usual scalar (S), pseudoscalar (P), vector (V), axial vector
(A), and tensor (T) Dirac structures. We choose linear
combinations of these proportional to the chirality projec-
tion operators PL and PR.
The εðρ;σÞ coefficients parametrize the strength of the NSI

compared to GF=
ffiffiffi
2

p
. We can define these coefficients as

matrices in the flavor basis (εðρ;σÞ) or mass basis (γðρ;σÞ) of
the neutrino field, related by the rotation

εðρ;σÞβα ≡X
i

Uαiγ
ðρ;σÞ
βi ; ð26Þ

where U is the usual Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
matrix. It is now straightforward to see the effect of these
interactions on oscillations. If the production and detection
leptonic currents are of the same chirality, να → νβ will be
unsuppressed, while for Majorana neutrinos να → ν̄β will
be suppressed by ðmi=2EqÞ2. If the production and detec-
tion are of opposite chirality, να → ν̄β will now instead be
factorizable and suppressed by jεðρ;σÞj2. A commonly used
example is a V − A (L) leptonic current at production and a
V þ A (R) leptonic current at detection arising from a LR
symmetric model with an additional broken SUð2ÞR gauge
symmetry [137].
An LBL oscillation experiment sensitive to the sign of

the outgoing lepton at the far detector, while not detecting
the l�

α at the production process (occurring in the beam
pipe), could measure the ratio

Rαβ ≡
Nlþβ

Nl−β

¼ Γνα→ν̄β þ Γν̄α→ν̄β

Γνα→νβ þ Γν̄α→νβ

; ð27Þ

where Nl�β
is the number of detected l�

β at the far detector.

If we assume NP to be the cause of the first term in the
numerator of Eq. (27), and that this total rate is factorizable,
the terms in Rαβ can be decomposed as

Rαβ ¼
R
dEq

P
ρ;σðdΓνα

dEq
· Pðρ;σÞ

να→ν̄β
· σν̄β þ

dΓν̄α
dEq

· Pðρ;σÞ
ν̄α→ν̄β

· σν̄βÞR
dEq

P
ρ;σðdΓνα

dEq
· Pðρ;σÞ

να→νβ · σνβ þ
dΓν̄α
dEq

· Pðρ;σÞ
ν̄α→νβ

· σνβÞ
;

ð28Þ

where the ðρ; σÞ superscript denotes a NP effect. All
probabilities are given this superscript because the process
να → ν̄β reduces the number of neutrinos that undergo

να → νβ, and thus the sum
P

βP
ðρ;σÞ
να→νβ does not equal unity.

The standard oscillation probability must be scaled by a
normalization factor depending on the NP and that ensuresP

βðPðρ;σÞ
να→νβ þ Pðρ;σÞ

να→ν̄β
Þ ¼ 1,

Pðρ;σÞ
να→νβ ¼

1

N ðρ;σÞ
α

����X
i

U�
αiUβie

−i
m2
i

2Eq
L
����2;

Pðρ;σÞ
να→ν̄β

¼ 1

N ðρ;σÞ
α

����X
i

U�
αiγ

ðρ;σÞ
βi e−i

m2
i

2Eq
L
����2; ð29Þ

where the normalization factor is

N ðρ;σÞ
α ¼ 1þ

X
β

����X
i

U�
αiγ

ðρ;σÞ
βi e−i

m2
i

2Eq
L
����2: ð30Þ

Expanding the denominator in Eq. (29) it is straightforward

to see that
P

βP
ðρ;σÞ
να→νβ ≈ 1 −Oðε4Þ and

P
βP

ðρ;σÞ
να→ν̄β

≈
Oðε2Þ −Oðε6Þ, so taking ε → 0 recovers the SMprediction.

TABLE I. LNC (left) and LNV (right) dimension-six CC-
like interactions in the LEFT notation of Ref. [134]. The indices
p, r, s, and t denote flavor.

ΔL ¼ 0þ H:c: jΔLj ¼ 2þ H:c:

OV;LL
νedu ðν̄LpγμeLrÞðd̄LsγμuLtÞ OS;LL

νedu ðνTLpCeLrÞðd̄RsuLtÞ
OV;LR

νedu ðν̄LpγμeLrÞðd̄RsγμuRtÞ OT;LL
νedu ðνTLpCσμνeLrÞðd̄RsσμνuLtÞ

OS;RR
νedu ðν̄LpeRrÞðd̄LsuRtÞ OS;LR

νedu ðνTLpCeLrÞðd̄LsuRtÞ
OT;RR

νedu ðν̄LpσμνeRrÞðd̄LsσμνuRtÞ OV;RL
νedu ðνTLpCγμeRrÞðd̄LsγμuLtÞ

OS;RL
νedu ðν̄LpeRrÞðd̄RsuLtÞ OV;RR

νedu ðνTLpCγμeRrÞðd̄RsγμuRtÞ
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We assume that the NP is a small effect, εðρ;σÞ ≪ 1, and
thus neglect this modification to the probabilities, i.e.,

set N ðρ;σÞ
α ≈ 1. The factor N ðρ;σÞ

α cancels in the ratio Rαβ

regardless. As another simplification we take the NSI
coefficients to be real in this work.
Expanding the probability to the right of Eq. (29) gives

Pðρ;σÞ
να→ν̄β

≈
����X

i

U�
αiγ

ðρ;σÞ
βi e−i

m2
i

2Eq
L
����2

¼
X
λ

FðαÞ
λ ðL;Eq; ζ; ηÞðεðρ;σÞβλ Þ2

þ
X
λ<λ0

GðαÞ
λλ0 ðL; Eq; ζ; ηÞεðρ;σÞβλ εðρ;σÞβλ0 ; ð31Þ

where we have rotated the γðρ;σÞβi back into the flavor basis
using Eq. (26) and λ, λ0 sum over flavor. The number of
flavor and mass indices has been kept general and could

include sterile states. The FðαÞ
λ and GðαÞ

λλ0 are functions of
the baseline, neutrino energy, generic mixing parameters ζ,
and Majorana phases η. For a general mixing matrix U
these functions take the form

FðαÞ
λ ðL; Eq; ζÞ ¼

X
i

jUαij2jUλij2

þ 2Re

�X
i<j

U�
αiU

�
λiUαjUλje

−i
Δm2

ij
2Eq

L
�
;

GðαÞ
λλ0 ðL; Eq; ζÞ ¼ 2Re

�X
i

jUαij2U�
λiUλ0i

�

þ 2Re

�X
i<j

ðU�
αiU

�
λiUαjUλ0j

þU�
αiU

�
λ0iUαjUλjÞe−i

Δm2
ij

2Eq
L
�
: ð32Þ

In the 3νmixing scheme these are complicated functions of
the three mixing angles, three squared splittings, and two
Majorana phases. If one were to consider atmospheric or
accelerator νμ → ν̄μ;τ oscillations, the 2ν mixing approxi-
mation is valid because the oscillation Hamiltonian is
dominated by the atmospheric mass splitting. The mixing
matrix in this case is

U ¼
�

cosϑ sinϑeiη

− sinϑe−iη cos ϑ

�
; ð33Þ

where ϑ is the single mixing angle (approximately corre-
sponding to θ23) and η is a Majorana phase [138], while
the squared mass splitting is δm2 (corresponding to Δm2

23).

FðμÞ
λ and GðμÞ

λλ0 take on the simplified forms,

FðμÞ
μ ðL;Eq; δm2;ϑ; ηÞ ¼ 1 − sin2ð2ϑÞsin2φ;

FðμÞ
τ ðL;Eq; δm2;ϑ; ηÞ ¼ sin2ð2ϑÞsin2φ;

GðμÞ
μτ ðL;Eq; δm2;ϑ; ηÞ ¼ 2 sinð2ϑÞsin2φ

× ðsin η cotφ − cos η cosð2ϑÞÞ;
ð34Þ

where φ ¼ η − δm2L
4Eq

. We will make use of these functions in

the next section when studying the results from MINOS in
the 2ν mixing approximation.

IV. CONSTRAINTS ON LEPTON NUMBER
VIOLATING NONSTANDARD

INTERACTIONS

We will now use the parametrization discussed above to
put constraints on the ε coefficient parameter space of these
LNV NSI. We will first discuss constraints from the
MINOS experiment in the 2ν mixing approximation in
Sec. IVA, moving onto analysis of both MINOS and
KamLAND in the 3νmixing scheme in Secs. IV B and IV C.
In Sec. IV D we will compare these constraints to the
more common limits from microscopic LNV processes
such as 0νββ decay, μ− − eþ conversion, raremeson decays,
and the radiative generation of neutrino masses. We sum-
marize all limits in Table III.

A. Constraints from the MINOS experiment in
the two neutrino mixing approximation

The MINOS experiment initially took data from 2005 to
2012 andused the low energyNuMI beam to detect neutrinos
with a near detector at Fermilab and a far detector at a
baseline of L ¼ 735 km from the source at the Soudan mine
[139]. After a break the experiment continued from 2013 to
2016 as MINOS+, using the medium energy NuMI beam
[140]. The experiment observed the disappearance of νμ
produced from πþ decays (in the focusing beam configura-
tion) and ν̄μ from π− decays (defocusing), allowing the
atmospheric mixing parameters dominating νμ → νμ disap-
pearance to be probed. The experiment also confirmed νe and
ν̄e appearance, constraining the reactor mixing angle θ13.
Most importantly for our discussion, charged lepton sign
identification was possible in the near and far detectors
through the use of 1.3 T toroidal magnetic fields—νμ, ν̄μ, νe,
and ν̄e events could therefore be distinguished from
the curvature of the outgoing μ−, μþ, e−, and eþ tracks,
respectively.
Before MINOS began taking data, the expected fluxes of

νμ and ν̄μ in the focusing and defocusing configurations
were predicted to high precision from hadron production
data and in situ measurements. These were more recently
updated in Ref. [85]. In the focusing configuration the
background of ν̄e produced from pion decays upstream of
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the target and avoiding deflection by the magnetic field is
non-negligible and an important systematic error to correct
[141]. There are also ν̄e produced downstream from
secondary interactions in the beam pipe wall [142].
The ratio in Eq. (27) can be split into a signal part Sμμ

arising from the νμ → ν̄μ process and a background part Bμμ

arising from the standard oscillation of the background
antineutrinos ν̄μ → ν̄μ. The MINOS analysis of Ref. [142]
removes the predicted energy-dependent value of Bμμ from
the total measured Rμμ and derives the constraint Sμμ≲
0.026. From

Sμμ ≈

R
dEq

P
ρ;σ

dΓνμ

dEq
· Pðρ;σÞ

νμ→ν̄μ
· σν̄μR

dEq
P

ρ;σ
dΓνμ

dEq
· Pðρ;σÞ

νμ→νμ · σνμ
≲ 0.026; ð35Þ

we can put corresponding constraints on the range of

possible εðρ;σÞμλ . The factorized form of Eq. (35) of course
assumes the chirality of the production and detection
processes to be opposite. For example, we could consider
a V − A leptonic current at production (ρ ¼ σ ¼ L) and a
V þ A leptonic current at detection (ρ ¼ R). The two
possible Lorentz contractions with the hadronic current
are σ ¼ R and σ ¼ L; in a LR symmetric model the former
corresponds to the exchange of a WR boson, the latter to
WL −WR mixing if the boson mass eigenstates are mis-
matched, as depicted in Fig. 2 [89]. To simplify this work

we will only consider these two cases, setting εðρ;σÞμα for all
other ðρ; σÞ to zero and cleaning up the notation with

εðR;LÞβα ¼ εðR;RÞβα ≡ εβα. It is worth noting that there is a subtle
difference between the LNV NSI being at production and
detection because the outgoing lepton l�

α at production is
not measured. Hence in theory one must sum over the
different initial flavors as

P
αSαμ ≲ 0.026, and MINOS is

sensitive to εeλ and ετλ. However, for the π� energies in the
NuMI beam it is kinematically impossible to produce a
τ�, and similar to standard π� decays the production of
an electron is chirality suppressed to that of a muon.

We therefore neglect this subtlety and assume that an NSI at
production is probed in a similar way to that at detection.
Working with the 2ν mixing expansion of Pνμ→ν̄μ given

in Eqs. (31) and (34), Eq. (35) can be used to put a
constraint on the ðεμμ; εμτÞ parameter space. To do this we
integrate the NuMI νμ differential fluxes of Ref. [85],
normalized probabilities, and cross sections in the numer-
ator and denominator of Eq. (35) over 500 MeV bins in the
range 0–20 GeV. The cross sections,

σν̄μp→lþβ n
ðEqÞ⋍σνμn→l−β p

ðEqÞ⋍
G2

FjVudj2
π

ðg2V þ 3g2AÞE2
q;

ð36Þ

are assumed to be equal in the quasielastic scattering
limit [143].
In Fig. 3 (left) we first plot the allowed regions in the

ðεμμ; εμτÞ parameter space for fixed L=Eq ¼ 735=
3 km GeV−1, using best fit values for δm2 ≈ Δm2

23, ϑ ≈
θ23 (in the NO scheme), GF, Vud, gV , gA, and four different
values of the Majorana phase η [30]. This is equivalent to
assuming the νμ flux to be sharply peaked at 3 GeV and
evaluating the oscillation probability and cross section at
this energy. Appreciable constraints are possible for
η ¼ 0 and π, and are marginally better in the εμτ direction.
They are of order jεμμj≲ 0.2 and jεμτj≲ 0.1. When η ¼
ðnþ 1=2Þπ for n ∈ Z a specific direction in the parameter
space alleviates the constraints. The narrow ellipse arises

because FðμÞ
τ ≪ 1 for the best fit parameters and these

particular values of η. In Fig. 3 (right) we depict the allowed
regions after the full numerical integration of the numerator
and denominator of Sμμ. For η ¼ π=4 and π=2 the narrow
bands of allowed values are reduced to ellipses more
similar to the ellipses at η ¼ 0 and π. The orientations
of the ellipses also change marginally. Upper bounds are in
the ranges jεμμj≲ 0.2–0.5 and jεμμj≲ 0.2–0.6.
While we have so far restricted our analysis to the

MINOS experiment, it is interesting to consider what
constraints could be made at different baselines for an

FIG. 2. Left: simplified Feynman diagram of the oscillation process under consideration. Shown are the effective interactions at
production and detection—a low energy SM CC interaction and LNV NSI, respectively. Right: a possible UV completion in a LR
symmetric scenario.
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experiment similar in design to MINOS. To the left of
Fig. 4 we set η ¼ 0 and examine the allowed regions in
the εμμ-εμτ space for different values of the baseline L,
derived for illustrative purposes from the MINOS limit
Sμμ ≲ 0.026. We see that at zero distance this limit bounds
jεμμj≲ 0.16, while εμτ remains unbounded. This is clear

from the expansion of Pνμ→ν̄μ—the functions FðμÞ
τ and GðμÞ

μτ

are directly proportional to sinðη − δm2L
4Eq

Þ which vanishes at

L ¼ 0. The first term in FðμÞ
μ always contributes to jεμμj2

while only oscillation terms contribute to jεμτj2 and εμμεμτ.
At the larger baselines of 200, 600, and 800 km the

functions FðμÞ
τ and GðμÞ

μτ are nonzero, and thus the bounded
areas again become ellipses. As the L increases the

bounded area becomes more and more circular, improving
the bound in the εμτ direction. For η ¼ π=2 shown in Fig. 4

(right), FðμÞ
τ and GðμÞ

μτ are nonzero at L ¼ 0, and so the
bound is an ellipse at zero distance. Unlike for η ¼ 0 the
bound in the εμμ direction improves as L increases.
Finally, it is interesting to look at the bounds on εμμ as a

function of L and for εμτ ¼ 0. In Fig. 5 (left) we plot
allowed values of εμμ along the x axis as a function of L
along the y axis. For η ¼ 0 (and η ¼ nπ, n ∈ Z) the
oscillating part of Pνα→ν̄β exactly cancels the oscillating
part of Pνα→νβ , and thus the bound on εμμ does not depend
on L. For η ¼ π=2 the constraint at zero distance is far less
stringent, but decreases appreciably from 0 km up to
1000 km. For η ¼ π=4 the constraint worsens as L reaches

FIG. 4. Allowed regions in the ðεμμ; εμτÞ parameter space for η ¼ 0 (left) and η ¼ π=2 (right) for four different values of the baseline L.

FIG. 3. Allowed regions in the ðεμμ; εμτÞ parameter space for fixed L=Eq ¼ 735=3 kmGeV−1 and four values of η in the 2ν mixing
approximation of the νμ − ντ sector (left). Allowed region in εμμ–εμτ for fixed L ¼ 735 km and again four values of η, found by
integrating over the NuMI beam neutrino energies (right).
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∼800 km but improves at larger baselines. For L≳
2000 km the constraints for nonzero η slowly oscillate
but are roughly the same as for η ¼ 0, i.e., jεμμj≲ 0.15.
We show in Fig. 5 (right) a similar plot for εμτ, setting
εμμ ¼ 0 and shading the allowed regions as a function of
the baseline. At zero baseline εμτ is unbounded for η ¼ 0,
as discussed previously. For large baseline the upper limits
converge to jεμμj≲ 0.16.
We summarize the constraints made in the 2ν mixing

approximation on the two coefficients εμμ and εμτ in
Table II. Here we allow one coefficient at a time to be
nonzero, compute an upper bound in the fixed energy
approximation (middle), and integrate over the energy
(right). The lower and upper values are the best and worst
upper bounds, respectively, as the phase η is varied. One
can see that εμτ is unbounded for a specific value of η when
the energy is fixed. In this analysis we have of course taken
the best fit values of the standard mixing parameters to be
fixed. A rigorous fit to the data would need to let these
parameters vary along with the ε coefficients, as taken into
account for LNC NSI in Refs. [61,69,81,82].

B. Constraints from the MINOS experiment in the
three-neutrino mixing scheme

We now generalize the analysis to the 3νmixing scheme.
We use the standard parametrization of the Pontecorvo-
Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata mixing matrix

U ¼

0
B@

1 0 0

0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
R23

·

0
B@

c13 0 s13e−iδCP

0 1 0

−s13eiδCP 0 c13

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
W13

·

0
B@

c12 s12 0

−s12 c12 0

0 0 1

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
R12

·

0
B@

1 0 0

0 ei
α2
2 0

0 0 ei
α3
2

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
D

; ð37Þ

where sij ¼ sin θij, cij ¼ cos θij, and (α2, α3) are Majorana
phases. We now look to probe the 3 × 3 flavor structure of
the NSI coefficient matrix εβα in which all elements are
taken to be real. We again expand the effective nonstandard
oscillation probability as in Eqs. (31) and (32),

Pνα→ν̄β ≈
����X

3

i

U�
αiγβie

−i
m2
i

2Eq
L
����2

¼
X

λ¼e;μ;τ

FðαÞ
λ ðL; Eq; ζ; α2; α3Þε2βλ

þ
X

λ<λ0¼e;μ;τ

GðαÞ
λλ0 ðL; Eq; ζ; α2; α3Þεβλεβλ0 ; ð38Þ

where FðαÞ
λ and GðαÞ

λλ0 are now complicated functions of the
baseline L, neutrino energy Eq, neutrino mixing parameters
ζ, and Majorana phases α2 and α3. Using the best fit values
for the mixing parameters θ12, θ23, θ13, Δm2

12, and Δm2
23

FIG. 5. Constraints on εμμ for εμτ ¼ 0 (left) and εμτ for εμμ ¼ 0 (right) and as a function of the baseline L for three values of the
Majorana phase η. The baseline of MINOS is indicated by the dashed line.

TABLE II. Upper bounds from the MINOS experiment on the
LNV NSI coefficients in the 2νmixing approximation. The range
indicates the best and worst upper bound depending on the choice
of the Majorana phase. Middle: bounds derived at a fixed neutrino
energy of 3 GeV. Right: bounds derived by integrating over the
energy-dependent NuMI flux, probability and cross section.

NSI
coefficient

Fixed energy upper
bound

Integrated upper
bound

jεμμj 0.11–0.76 0.15–0.55
jεμτj 0.12–∞ 0.16–0.66
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and setting δCP to the value hinted at by the most recent data
(again in the NO scheme), we numerically rotate to the
flavor space coefficients as performed in the second line of

Eq. (38) to find FðαÞ
λ and GðαÞ

λλ0 as functions of L, Eq, α2, and
α3. It is useful to compare the two Majorana phases used
here to the single phase in the 2ν mixing approximation.

Comparing the numerical expression of FðμÞ
μ in the 3ν

scheme to that in Eq. (34) for the 2ν scheme and taking the
limits Δm2

12 → 0, Δm2
13 → Δm2

23, we find that ϑ ≈ θ23,
δm2 ≈ Δm2

23 which we had already assumed in Sec. IVA,
and that η ≈ ðα3 − α2Þ=2.
We now return to the interpretation of the MINOS bound

Sμμ ≲ 0.026. This ratio is defined in the same manner as
Eq. (35)—multiplying Eq. (38) by the differential produc-
tion flux and detection cross section and integrating over
the NuMI beam energy between 0 and 20 GeV. Now in the
3ν mixing scheme, Sμμ < 0.026 can be converted into an
allowed region in the ðεμe; εμμ; εμτÞ parameter space which
depends on the value of the Majorana phases α2 and α3.
First, and in order to compare with bounds in the 2νmixing
approximation, we set εμe ¼ 0 and depict in Fig. 6 (left) the
allowed regions in the ðεμμ; εμτÞ parameter space for α2 ¼ 0

and three different values of α3. The ellipses are of similar
size to those for the 2ν mixing scheme but have shapes and
orientations (which we define as the ellipse eccentricity e
and anticlockwise angle Θ from the positive εμμ axis to the
semimajor axis, respectively) with similar dependences on
the Majorana phases. We show these dependences as
contour plots in Fig. 6 (middle and right). We can see that
the dependence of the angleΘ is approximately the same as
η ≈ ðα3 − α2Þ=2, which is evident from the diagonal lines
of roughly constantΘ along α3 ¼ α2 þ C. For α2 ¼ α3 ¼ 0
for example, we see that the constraint is better in the εμμ
direction—this is similar to η ¼ 0 in the 2ν scheme.
Likewise, for α2 ¼ 0, α3 ¼ π, the constraint is better in
the εμτ direction which is similar to η ¼ π. We see that the

largest eccentricity occurs at α2 ≈ α3 ≈ π—this coincides
with the semimajor axis pointing in the εμτ direction, and
therefore the upper bound on jεμτj can be slightly larger
than the upper bound on jεμμj.
In Fig. 7 we plot the upper bounds on each NSI

coefficient in the μ sector as a function of the Majorana
phases when taking each to be nonzero at a time. We can
see the values of α2 and α3 where the upper bounds are
more or less stringent. For εμe (left) we can see that for most
of the parameter space the upper bound is of order jεμej ≲ 1,
but worsens for particular values of the phases to
jεμej≲ 3.4. Upper bounds for the other two coefficients
are in the ranges jεμμj≲ 0.2–0.6 and jεμτj≲ 0.2–0.7. We
summarize these constraints, along with the results from the
following sections, to the right of Table III. The lower and
upper values are the best and worst upper bounds depend-
ing on the value of the Majorana phases α2 and α3.
While we have so far considered only MINOS, OPERA

was another LBL oscillation experiment to employ a
magnetic field in the far detector [144,145]. Unlike
MINOS, OPERAmeasured neutrinos from the CNGS beam
at CERN that were above the threshold for τ� production.
The main physics goal of the experiment was to confirm ντ
appearance—around 10 τ� events were recorded over four
years of data taking [146]. Unfortunately the experiment was
only able to distinguish the charge of one τ− event at 5σ
significance, while the other charges were undetermined.
The statistics are therefore too low to comment on OPERA’s
sensitivity to lepton number. A future high-statistics LBL
experiment above the τ� threshold like OPERA would
therefore be able to probe the τ sector NSI coefficients,
ετe, ετμ, and εττ.

C. Constraints from the KamLAND experiment in
the three-neutrino mixing scheme

Operating for a window of 185.5 days between March 4
and December 1, 2002, the LBL reactor neutrino experiment

FIG. 6. Left: allowed regions in the ðεμμ; εμτÞ parameter space for εμe ¼ 0, L ¼ 735 km, α2 ¼ 0, and three values of the Majorana
phase α3. Middle: angle Θ from the positive εμμ axis to the semimajor axis of the constraint ellipse as a function of the phases. Right:
eccentricities of the constraint ellipse also as a function of the phases.
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KamLAND conducted a search for solar ν̄e with the
characteristic flux of 8B νe. The analysis of Ref. [133]
hence assumed the ν̄e of interest to be descendant from the
solar νe, either through spin precession in the Sun’s
magnetic field due to a nonzero neutrino transition mag-
netic moment or neutrino decay. Hence the bound derived
on the ratio See ≲ 2.8 × 10−4 at 90% C.L. can be used in a
similar fashion to MINOS to place constraints on the NSI
coefficients.
The initial νe produced from the beta decay of 8B and

propagate from the solar core to the solar surface, and
then through the vacuum to the KamLAND detector.
The oscillation probability must therefore take into account
the resonant conversion of solar νe to νμ and ντ through the
Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect, a conse-
quence of the slowly decreasing matter potential from the
Sun’s core to surface. We make the approximation that the
conversion is adiabatic and utilize the Δm2

12 ≪ Δm2
23

hierarchy to write the standard να → νβ conversion prob-
ability in a similar form to that in Ref. [82],

Peff
να→νβ ≈

���� X3
i;j¼1;2

ðR23W13Þ�αiðR23W13ÞβjU ijðxÞ
����
2

þ jUα3j2jUβ3j2; ð39Þ

where R23 and W13 are Euler rotations making up the
standard parametrization of the Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata matrix and U is a 2 × 2 unitary matrix
satisfying

i
d
dx

UðxÞ ¼ M̂2
2×2

2Eq
UðxÞ: ð40Þ

M̂2
2×2 is the effective 2 × 2 squared mass matrix

M̂2
2×2 ¼

Δm2
12 þ c213ACC

2
þ 1

2

�− cos 2θ12Δm2
12 þ c213ACC sin 2θ12Δm2

12

sin 2θ12Δm2
12 cos 2θ12Δm2

12 − c213ACC

�
; ð41Þ

FIG. 7. Upper bounds on the NSI coefficients εμe (left), εμμ (center), and εμτ (right), as a function of the Majorana phases α2 and α3,
derived from the MINOS limit Sμμ < 0.026. Best fit values for the mixing parameters θ12, θ13 and θ23, Δm2

12 and Δm2
23, and δCP are

taken in the NO.

TABLE III. Upper bounds on the LNV NSI flavor coefficients in the e and μ sectors. Left: bounds derived from
conventional microscopic LNV processes, with 0νββ decay being the most effective and the e sector and μ− − eþ
conversion loosely constraining the μ sector. Right: bounds from LBL oscillation experiments MINOS and
KamLAND. Two values indicate the variation in the upper bound as ðα2; α3Þ are varied.

NSI coefficient Previous upper bound Process LBL upper bound LBL experiment

jεeej 2.1 × 10−9–6.3 × 10−9

0νββ (76Ge)
0.017

KamLANDjεeμj 2.9 × 10−9–∞ 0.017
jεeτj 2.6 × 10−9–∞ 0.015

jεμej ∼4 × 103–1 × 104

μ− − eþ
0.22–3.47

MINOSjεμμj ∼6 × 103–∞ 0.16–0.63
jεμτj ∼5 × 103–∞ 0.16–0.71
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where ACC ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
2

p
GFEqNe and Ne is the electron density

in the Sun. In order to construct See we require the
nonstandard oscillation equivalent of Eq. (39). This can
be derived from Eq. (31), but an exact formula taking into
account the MSW effect, even in the Δm2

12 ≪ Δm2
23 limit,

is beyond the scope of this work. The possibility that the
NSI occurs at production would also complicate the
analysis, because ν̄e would experience a different matter
effect while propagating through the Sun—we therefore
concentrate on the NSI being at detection.
We can safely assume that, by the time the solar

neutrinos reach Earth, they make up an incoherent mixture
of flavor eigenstates. This effectively washes out any
dependence on the Majorana phases, and we can approxi-
mate the nonstandard oscillation probability as being the
effective standard probability Peff

νe→νβ (taking into account
the MSW effect) multiplied by the NSI coefficient jεeβj2.
This takes into account for example the oscillation
νe → νμ;τ and then the LNV NSI process νμ;τp → eþn at
detection. The signal ratio See and the limit set on it by
KamLAND now becomes

See ≈

R
dEq

P
β
dΓνe
dEq

· Peff
νe→νβ · ε

2
eβ · σν̄βR

dEq
dΓνe
dEq

· Peff
νe→νe · σνe

≲ 2.8 × 10−4: ð42Þ

We now use Eq. (42) to set limits on NSI coefficients in the
e sector, εee, εeμ, and εeτ. Using the 8B flux predicted by the
solar model of Ref. [147], we integrate the differential flux,
oscillation probability, and low energy cross section (which
we assume to scale as E2

q) over 0.02 MeV bins in the range
8.3–14.8 MeV, for both the numerator and the denominator.
Taking each LNV NSI coefficient to be nonzero at a

time, we show the derived upper bounds in Table III.
Because there is no dependence on the Majorana phases,
Eq. (42) sets a single possible upper bound on each
coefficient. For εee for example, the numerator and denom-
inator are identical except for the factor of jεeej2 in the
numerator—the upper bound on jεeej is therefore the square
root of 2.8 × 10−4. The upper bounds on jεeμj and jεeτj are
slightly different because the numerators of See contain
different oscillation probabilities from the denominator.

D. Comparison with constraints from other lepton
number violating processes

We will now briefly compare the constraints from the
LBL experiments MINOS and KamLAND to those from
conventional searches for LNV processes. Neutrinoless
double beta (0νββ) decay continues to be the most
promising method to verify the Majorana nature of the
light neutrinos. It is a highly useful probe because the
black-box theorem ensures that any positive signal of 0νββ
decay confirms the Majorana case even when the standard
light neutrino exchange process is not the dominant
mechanism [28,38,39]. An extensive part of the literature
has studied nonstandard mechanisms, including the LNV
dimension-six operator considered in this work [34,40,
45,136]. Here we simply extend this to the 3 × 3 flavor
structure of the ε coefficient in order to compare with the
MINOS and KamLAND upper bounds.
Using from Ref. [32] the general expression for the 0νββ

decay inverse half-life when a RH interaction is present
at one of the interaction vertices (as shown in Fig. 8),

½T0νββ
1=2 �−1 ¼ Cmm

jPU2
eimij2

m2
e

þ Cγγ

����X
3

i

Ueiγ
�
ei

����2

þ CmγRe
	X3

i;j

U2
eimiU�

ejγej



; ð43Þ

where Cmm¼ 1.12×10−13, Cγγ ¼ 4.44 × 10−9, and Cmγ ¼
2.19 × 10−11 are phase space and nuclear matrix element
factors given by [32]. The inverse half-life, in a similar
manner to the oscillation probability, can be expanded as

½T0νββ
1=2 �−1 ¼ Xðζ; α2; α3; m0Þ þ

X
λ

Yλðζ; α2; α3; m0Þεeλ

þ
X
λ

FðeÞ
λ ðζ;α2; α3Þε2eλ

þ
X
λ<λ0

GðeÞ
λλ0 ðζ; α2;α3Þεeλεeλ0 ; ð44Þ

where FðeÞ
λ ðζ; α2; α3Þ and GðeÞ

λλ0 ðζ; α2;α3Þ are the functions
in Eq. (38) at zero distance. The contribution from light

FIG. 8. Other processes capable of probing LNV NSI coefficients. Left: 0νββ decay. Middle: μ− − eþ conversion. Right: kaon decay
Kþ → π−μþμþ.
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neutrino exchange is Xðζ; α2; α3; m0Þwhich is a function of
the Majorana phases and lightest neutrino mass.
Yλðζ; α2; α3; m0Þ is the contribution from interference
between the light neutrino exchange and the nonstandard
mechanism toward terms linear in the ε coefficients.
We now set T0νββ

1=2 > 5.3 × 1025 y derived from the 76Ge
experiment GERDA-II [148,149]. While KamLAND-Zen
set a more stringent limit of T0νββ

1=2 > 1.07 × 1026 y with
136Xe [150], the exact number we use is not crucial for the
following constraints and discussion. Setting each εeλ to be
nonzero at a time, Eq. (44) can be solved to find an upper
bound on the coefficient as a function of α2 and α3. These
are displayed in the contour plots of Fig. 9 for a smallest
neutrino mass of m1 ¼ 0 eV in the NO scheme. The
associated best and worst upper bounds are shown in
Table III. It can be seen that regardless of the value of the
Majorana phases, the upper bound on jεeej, as found
previously in the literature, is of order 10−9. For very
finely tuned values of α2 and α3, however, jεeμj and jεeτj are
unbounded. Comparing all upper bounds in the e sector, we
see that 0νββ decay is unequivocally the best method to
probe εee. For a large portion of the ðα2; α3Þ parameter
space it is also better at constraining εeμ and εeτ. However,
for certain fine-tuned values of the phases these coefficients
become unbounded and KamLAND can provide a better
upper bound.
While 0νββ decay is certainly the most sensitive process

to test for LNV as outlined above, it can only probe the e
sector, whereas other observables may shed light on other
flavor coefficients. An interesting process in this regard
is the LNFV conversion of captured muons in nuclei,
μ− þ ðZ; AÞ → eþ þ ðZ − 2; AÞ. Proposed many years ago
by Pontecorvo [151], it has gained recent interest due to the
upcoming searches for the LNC but LFV muon conversion
μ− þ ðZ; AÞ → e− þ ðZ; AÞ by theCOMET [152] andMu2e
[153] collaborations, which promise an increased experi-
mental sensitivity by 4 orders of magnitude. While it is

doubtful that the current limit RTi
μe ≲ 10−11 [154] on the

LNFV mode conversion rate can be improved in a similar
fashion due to different background considerations [155],
μ− − eþ conversion is an important complementary probe to
0νββ decay.
To estimate the sensitivity of the LNFV μ− − eþ

conversion process on the LNV NSI coefficients consid-
ered in this paper, we follow the estimate in [136]. In this
approach, and using our notation, the conversion rate is
approximated as

Rμe ≈ jξμej2
G2

F

2

Q6

q2
; ð45Þ

where the effective parameter ξμe is defined by

jξμej2≡
����X

i

ðU�
eiγμi þ U�

μiγeiÞ
����2

¼
X
λ

ðFðeÞ
λ ðζ;α2; α3Þε2μλ þ FðμÞ

λ ðζ; α2; α3Þε2eλÞ

þ
X
λ<λ0

ðGðeÞ
λλ0 ðζ; α2; α3Þεμλεμλ0

þ GðμÞ
λλ0 ðζ; α2; α3Þεeλεeλ0 Þ: ð46Þ

The two terms in the first line of Eq. (46) take into account
that the LNV NSI can be at the interaction vertex of either
the incoming μ− or the outgoing eþ (the latter being
shown in Fig. 8). The only difference between the two
diagrams is the exchange U�

eiγμi ↔ U�
μiγei.

In Eq. (45), q denotes the momentum scale of the
intermediate neutrino in the process, q ≈ 100 MeV, and
Q is the energy release of the emitted positron determining
the size of the phase space with Q ≈ 15.6 MeV [156].
Due to the process being incoherent and partially going
to excited final nuclear states, Q also approximately

FIG. 9. Upper bounds on the NSI coefficients εee (left), εeμ (center), and εeτ (right) all multiplied by 109 as a function of the Majorana
phases α2 and α3, found from the 76Ge 0νββ decay limit T0νββ

1=2 > 5.3 × 1025 y. Best fit values for the mixing angles θ12, θ13, and θ23,

squared mass splittings Δm2
12 and Δm2

23, Dirac CP phase δCP are taken in the NO, with a lightest neutrino mass of m1 ¼ 0 eV.
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convolutes the nuclear matrix element of this transition.
Here, it should be emphasized that the relevant nuclear
matrix elements have not been calculated in detail and
Eq. (45) can only be regarded as a very rough estimate of
the order of magnitude of the conversion rate. Nevertheless,
using the experimental limit Eq. (45), we estimate a limit
on jξμej of order jξμej≲ 104. This is barely stringent enough
for the EFT assumptions to be consistent, with the limit
corresponding to an effective operator scale Λ ¼
ðjξμejGFÞ−1=2 ≈ 3 GeV > q. Even with the most optimistic
improvement of the future sensitivity to Rμe ≲ 10−16 [156],
the coefficient jξμej will only be probed at jξμej ∼ 30,
corresponding to a scale ΛNP ∼ 50 GeV.
We summarize the constraints on the individual coef-

ficients in the μ sector (when each is taken to be nonzero) in
Table III. These are also of order 104. Similar to 0νββ
decay, the coefficients with flavor indices not correspond-
ing to the flavor of external charged leptons are unbounded
for particular values of the Majorana phases. Because the

functions preceding ε2μλ in Eq. (46) are FðeÞ
λ ðζ; α2; α3Þ, the

dependences on the Majorana phases for the μ− − eþ upper
bounds are identical to those for 0νββ decay in Fig. 9,
except being scaled by a factor of ∼1012. From Eq. (46) it is
clear that μ− − eþ can also probe the e sector coefficients,
but sets bounds larger than 0νββ decay by a factor of 1012.
However, it is of small interest to note that the dependence
on the Majorana phases is the same as that for the MINOS
upper bounds because the functions preceding ε2eλ in

Eq. (46) are FðμÞ
λ ðζ; α2; α3Þ.

From the rare LNV meson decays such as K� →
π∓μ�μ� and Bþ → D−μþμþ and rare τ decays such as
τ− → π−π−μþ it is also possible to probe the LNV
coefficients considered in this work as well as those in
the τ sector [52,109,157]. However, at present these
processes have sensitivities at or worse than that of
μ− − eþ conversion. Comparing the constraints in the μ
sector in Table III, we see that the constraints from MINOS
(and similar future LBL oscillations experiments) are cur-
rently far more stringent than microscopic LNV processes.
To conclude this section we will briefly mention the

analyses in Refs. [51,136] on the contribution toward the
Majorana neutrino mass Mαβ from the operators in Table I.
If the discussion is shifted back to the Wilson coefficients
of the operators, i.e., we set

εβα ¼
v
GF

Cβα

Λ3
NP

; ð47Þ

and assuming that the Wilson coefficients Cβα ∼Oð1Þ, the
minimum sum of neutrino masses

P
mν > 6 × 10−2 eV

sets a lower bound on ΛNP. For the scalar and tensor Dirac
structures the loop mass contains one quark Yukawa
coupling, and ΛNP > 1 × 106 TeV. For a vector Dirac

structure the loop gets a contribution from the charged
lepton Yukawa coupling and both quark Yukawa couplings
if they are right-handed, giving ΛNP > 6 × 103 TeV.
This can be decreased significantly to ΛNP ∼ 1 TeV if
the couplings to third generation quarks are suppressed by
some flavor symmetry [136].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the effect of lepton
number violating nonstandard interactions on long-baseline
neutrino oscillations. If the light active neutrinos are of
Majorana nature the να → ν̄β process become possible,
either through a ðmν=EνÞ2 suppressed light neutrino hel-
icity reversal or an LNV charged current (CC)-like inter-
action at production or detection. The Majorana neutrino
case is favored from a model-building perspective and is
currently being probed by a wide range of neutrinoless
double beta (0νββ) decay experiments.
We first studied the different derivations of neutrino

oscillations in quantum mechanics and quantum field
theory. The QFT model is a more complete and physically
consistent picture, taking into account the coherence of
overlapping wave packets at production and detection.
In this picture we derived the ðmν=EνÞ2 suppression
associated with the Majorana helicity reversal, showing
that the total rate in this case cannot be factorized into a
production flux, oscillation probability, and detection
cross section. In the QFT picture we next studied the
LNV interaction at the detection process. It is immediately
clear that if the chirality of the production and detection
processes are opposite, an “oscillation probability” Pνα→ν̄β

can be factorized from the total rate of the process,
justifying the use of a simple nonstandard oscillation
formula. The ðmν=EνÞ2 suppression is replaced by a jεj2
suppression, where ε parametrizes the strength of the LNV
NSI compared to the Fermi coupling GF.
Using a bound made by the MINOS experiment on

νμ → ν̄μ oscillations, we put limits on the ε flavor coef-
ficients in the case of a LH SM interaction at production and
a RH leptonic current (connected in turn to a LH or RH
hadronic current) at detection. The limits are also valid for
the LNV NSI being at production. In the two-neutrino (2ν)
mixing scheme which is approximately valid for the νμ − ντ
sector, we derived a simplified expression for the nonstand-
ard oscillation probability in terms of the coefficients εμμ and
εμτ. Multiplying the nonstandard oscillation probability by
the NuMI beam flux and quasielastic CC cross section, and
integrating over the energy range 0–20 GeV, we derived
upper bounds on the absolute values of the two coefficients.
While the value of the single Majorana CPV phase η alters
the upper bounds somewhat, we conservatively obtained
jεμμj≲ 0.6 and jεμτj≲ 0.7. If a future experiment such as
MINOS were to be at a smaller baseline, we found that the
value of η has a larger impact on the upper bound.
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We subsequently generalized the constraints to the three-
neutrino (3ν) scheme, using the best fit values for the 3ν
mixing parameters (including the most recent hinted value
of the Dirac phase δCP), and exploited the MINOS bound to
constrain the μ sector parameter space, ðεμe; εμμ; εμτÞ.
Likewise, we used a KamLAND measurement limiting
the number of solar ν̄e from the source of solar 8B νe
to place constraints on the e sector parameter space,
ðεee; εeμ; εeτÞ. For the latter we took into account the
MSWeffect and decoherence of the propagating neutrinos.
We again found upper limits on the absolute values of the
flavor coefficients but which do not vary as a function of
the Majorana phases α2 and α3. We briefly mentioned that
a future high statistics experiment above the τ threshold
(and with a magnetic field in the far detector such as
OPERA) could put constraints on the τ sector parameter
space, ðετe; ετμ; εττÞ.
Of course, as has been considered before in the literature,

these coefficients can be constrained by experimental
searches ofmicroscopic LNVprocesses. In order to compare
with the KamLAND results we used the most recent 0νββ
decay half-life from the 76Ge experiment GERDA-II to put
upper bounds on the electron sector. While 0νββ decay still
provides the most competitive constraint on jεeej, for
particular values of the Majorana phases jεeμj and jεeτj

become unbounded, where otherwise KamLAND sets a
finite upper bound. Similarly, μ− − eþ conversion sets very
loose bounds on the muon sector coefficients—the upper
bounds from MINOS are superior for all values of the
Majorana phases. We have focused on the LNV signal
observables, but in general the LNV NSI can be constrained
along with LNC NSI in processes that are insensitive to
lepton number, such as charged pion decay. Both LNC and
LNV CC-like NSI can induce deviations from lepton
universality and Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa unitarity.
While the CPV properties of να → ν̄β oscillations were

considered in Ref. [113] in the context of the light neutrino
helicity-reversal mechanism, future work could study the
CPV properties of complex ε coefficients. It would also be
interesting to consider phenomenology of LNV NC-like
matter oscillations, which also generically arise from dimen-
sion-six operators in the LEFT of the SM. Constraints on
extensions of the 3ν scheme to additional sterile states may
also be possible given the improving precision and possible
charge-sign sensitivity of future SBL reactor experiments.
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